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US investigators say Ajmal Kasab is Pak national

Islamabad  American  investigators  who
questioned Ajmal Amir Iman, the lone terrorist
captured  during  the  Mumbai  attack,  are
convinced he is a Pakistani national and that
the terrorist strike was planned and executed
by  the  Lashkar-e-Toiba,  diplomatic  sources
said on Tuesday.

Investigators  from  the  Federal  Bureau  of
Investigation were given access to Ajmal for
nine  hours  and  after  questioning  him,  they
came  to  the  conclusion  that  he  was  a
Pakistani  national  as  contended  by  Indian
authorities, the sources told PTI.

The  sources,  familiar  with  the  probe  being
conducted  by  the  FBI  team  dispatched  to
Mumbai,  said  American  investigators  were
also convinced that the Mumbai attacks were
intricately  planned  and  directed  by  the  LeT
leaders based in Pakistan.
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"The  investigators  believe  the  attacks  were
planned,  coordinated  and  directed  from
Pakistan by LeT leaders," a source said.

These  findings  fit  in  with  comments  by  top
American  leaders  like  Secretary  of  State
Condoleezza Rice and Admiral Mike Mullen,
the senior-most US military official, who have
asked Pakistan to take quick action against
"non-state  actors"  based  on  Pakistani  soil
who were linked to the Mumbai attacks.

Though  Prime  Minister  Yousuf  Raza  Gilani
has  ruled  out  allowing  the  British  police  to
quiz  the  suspects  Pakistan  had  detained  in
connection  with  the  Mumbai  attacks,  the
diplomatic  sources  said  it  would  be  hard
pressed to take such a stance if the FBI made
a similar request as India had already given
American investigators access to Ajmal.

The  diplomatic  sources  also  provided  other
details  of  the  FBI  investigation  that  had
convinced the US of the complicity of the LeT
in the terrorist strike.

American investigators were able to extract details of calls made by the terrorists involved in the Mumbai
attacks to their LeT handlers in Pakistan by using sophisticated technology to examine the burnt and
damaged mobile phones of the attackers, the sources said.

These phones, which were damaged in gun battles between the terrorists and security forces,  were
provided  to  the  FBI  team  by  Indian  law  enforcement  agencies,  they  said.  The  US  dispatched  an
investigating team to Mumbai as six Americans were among the 183 people killed in the attacks. Ajmal
was captured shortly after he and another terrorist struck at a major railway terminus in India's financial
hub.

Indian officials said he was a member of the LeT and belonged to Faridkot village in Pakistan's Punjab
province. Ajmal's father subsequently admitted to a Pakistani newspaper that the gunman whose pictures
were beamed around the world by the media was his son.

Other residents of Faridkot have said that Ajmal last visited the village about five to six months ago, when
he told his mother he was going away for 'jehad'.

The Pakistan government has said it  is  awaiting information and evidence from India to confirm the
identity and nationality of Ajmal.
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The sources also said the FBI investigators had found no evidence of linkages between the 26/11 attacks
and the ISI.
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ajmal is from pak
by gowri........ on 24 Dec 2008

Even  his  parents  have  accepted  that  he  is  from pak.  and  opposition  party  nawaz  sharif  has  also
accepted. Y pak ruling govt is not accepting ?

Reply | Forward

mumbai bombing
by lakshminarayanan on 23 Dec 2008

no point in wasting precious time talking to madcaps in pakistan.. you see, you can wake up a person
who is asleep but you cannot wake up someone who is pretending to be asleep! The best way to wake
up such a person is through brute force...nothing short will do

Reply | Forward

Mubai Bombing.
by MR M Yasin on 22 Dec 2008

it is time to set up joint fact finding mission between india and pakistsan to bring the truth who is behind
these mumbai  bombing.i  think  these  bombing  carried  out  by  hindu fundsmetlist.Pakistan  is  already
suffering  lot  from  muslim  funamentlist.  Now  isntead  to  takeaction  on  hindu  funtamentlist  who  are
responsible for this, Indian Govt, media is creating war enviornment against pakistan. and they think war
can bring more shine and comfortable life for them. then lets go head who can stop them. Both side
Muslim

Reply | Forward

Pakistan sponsored terrorism
by Uday S.G. on 21 Dec 2008

Everybody knows that terrorism in India is sponsored and carried out by Pakistan.The Pakistanis give
shelter to all criminals who create trouble in India. Its been proved once again that Pakistan is a terrorist
country. We should not have any diplomatic relationships with Pakistan.

Reply | Forward

Have faith in God!
by ayodhyarama on 18 Dec 2008

Pakistan will keep denying any thing any body says or proves. It is just the outcome of a perverted mind
set  Pakistanis  have.  These  people  are  the  Kali  yuga's  Hiranyakshas,  Hiranyakashipus,  Ravanas,
Kumbakarnas, Kamsas, Jarachands, Shishupalas, Shakunis, Duryodhanas and the like. We just have to
wait for a real divine intervention to destroy these demons and it will certainly happen if we keep our faith
alive and pray very very sincerely to the great Almighty to deliver us (Our great Bharat) from these evils.
God will certainly protect India and that should be our firm belief!

Reply | Forward
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Terror and Police
by Think on 17 Dec 2008

PL. remember that we have to convince the whole world that Pakistan is behind the attack.Otherwise no
one believe,Since Pakistan also saying India is behind every Bomb Explosion in Pak. People of other
countries  wont  trust  police,the  police  set  up  of  many  countries  are  not  independent  of
politics,releigion,cast etc .

Reply | Forward

Technology and NIA
by Sriram Kuppuswamy on 17 Dec 2008

It is a shame to Indian investigators to see and accept that FBI was able to extract information from the
burnt  telephones,  whereas  we  couldnt  do  it  earlier.  We  hope  the  new  NIA  (National  INvestigating
Agency0 wouldnt have this lapse in knowledge.

Reply | Forward

US
by M V Chilukuri on 17 Dec 2008

I wonder why US only can confirm? Is that US

Reply | Forward

Talk less Do more
by ramesh on 17 Dec 2008

I don't know when the action will start. Our leaders are busy in talking. Nothing is happening. they are
trying to appease the world not the Indian citizens. Hope they realise it  is time for action. Not even
diplomatic actions!!

Reply | Forward

Weak india
by Ashvin on 17 Dec 2008

In six months' time all will be forgotten, terrorists released from Pakistan, and who knows how many will
be killed next time round?

Reply | Forward

Need action
by Prakash raje on 17 Dec 2008

We have been wasting our time in proving that Pakistan was behind all the attacks. US knows all along
that Pakistan is the terrorist center for all the attacks in India and Afghanistan. Indian politicians should
follow the examples of Israel.  First action and talk later!  However, knowing how the political  system
works in India, we have no hopes of something manly from our corrupt politicians.

Reply | Forward
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PALTY TO THE TUNE OF MUSIC
by INDIAN MUSICIAN on 17 Dec 2008

CAN SOME BODY PLAY THE DRUM, I HAVE THE GUITARRIST AND THE PIANO. PLEASE PLAY
THE 3RD  STRING.  OK  1,2,3,.....LET'S  START,  "Ajmal  Kasab  is  Pakistan  nation,  We  Wont  attack
Pakistan" Ajmal Kasab is Pakistan national, We wont attack Pakistan".........etc......etc.....etc....Come om
Ajmal kasab....is.......Pak....national....We wont ...attack Pakistan"

Reply | Forward

FBI's work
by naqureshi on 17 Dec 2008

FBI  has  no  credibility  they  have  staged  such  attacks  before  to  gain  their  political  motives.  Those
bastards have no right finger point Pakistan. Let Pakistani intelligence be allowed to question Ajmal
Qasab. You will see FBI, RAW and Mossad sleeping on the same bed. It is FB is working that why they
were so sure from the beginning.

Reply | Forward

INDIA/U.S./PAK on Kesab invstigation...?
by ALL INDIANS on 17 Dec 2008

WHY INDIA HAS TO RELY ON WHAT U.S. INVESTIGATION OR U.S. HAS TO SAY? IS THIS ALSO
PART OF MANMOHAN BUSH "DEAL" THAT INDIA HAS TO DO EVERYTHING WHAT U.S. SAYS OR
DOES? AND THE BIGGEST QUESTION WE HAVE FOR MANMOHAN AND THE MEDIA AS WELL AS
TO  WHO  HAS  ALL  THESE  YEARS  SUPPORTED,  NURTURED,  HELPED  AND  PROVIEDED
EVERYTHING FROM LEATHAL MILITARY AIDS TO FINANCES WHICH MOSTLY HAVE BEEN USED
AGAINST INDIA? WHO IS TALKING AND WHO IS PRINTING THE NEWS? WILL YOU PRINT THIS
QUESTION/S?

Reply | Forward

american say
by ashu on 16 Dec 2008

I  dont  know what  politicians  want  in  indian  subcontinent(indo,pak,bang)  in  47  division  on  behalf  of
religion who benifited, pak and bang they are more political instabule.but gora shaibe still has key in his
hand when they give certificate then we say this is right or wrong.what we are can any one answer.........

Reply | Forward

Pakisthani terrorists are cowards
by tarik amin sheikh on 16 Dec 2008

It is usual for pakisthani terrorist government for not accepting the responsibility for their misdeeds. They
know they cannot capture kargil so they did so when indians troops evacuated the area for winter.Those
thousands of pakisthani troops which were killed were not accepted by pakisthan as their  troops or
nationals. Later terrorists in chief musharraf accepted as it was pakisthan's army most sucessful mission.
It was sucessful in first week later thousands of pakisthani soldiars were killed under bofors
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Reply | Forward

Mummy,Mummy!
by Sridhar on 16 Dec 2008

Do we need USA's clarification for this terrorist's nationality. Ar we runing to mummy for everything and
anything?

Reply | Forward

PRESIDENT OF INDIA by way of GENERAL ELECTION OR GENERAL PUBLIC VOTING
by VINAY on 16 Dec 2008

To make a India strong and peaceful in manner of all ways. Now we must Firstly do is make President of
India's General Public Voiting that will protect the INDIAN LIVES AND RIGHTS in fundamentally and the
new or top investigating agencies also has to be brought to the President of India Control, not to the
Government or Ministries.

Reply | Forward

Let Us Destroy the Political Parties
by paluvakka on 17 Dec 2008

Vinay I want to go a step further than what you suggest. I'd suggest that we destroy all the political
parties and burn their symbols. The root cause is caste based and religion based , region based
and ethnicity based politics. So remove the root cause, abolish all the political parties and change
the constitution and go for a party-less democracy. The electoral college can be selected or elected
based on the individual character. Let us elect one candidate for every 5000 Indians and they will
constitute the electoral college to elect a President and the State CEOs who will choose the best
brains and honest and loyal Indian experts to run the country. So Let us deregister all the political
parties, and burn their symbols and flags. Our political scientists can work out an alternative secular
based democracy that has no participation of political parties at all. Think about it.

Reply | Forward

AMERICA IS EXPOSE
by MYDAKSHA.COM on 16 Dec 2008

THE  NOV  26  ATTACK  WAS  IN  RESPONSE  TO  JANUARY  26  RALLY  FROM  AUGUST  KRANTI
MEDAN, AND WE DO NOT WANT ANY INFORMATION FROM AMERICA BECAUSE THIS ATTACK
ORDER BY AMERICA. THE FALSE INFO WAS GIVEN TO US THAT THEY FILED PAPERS IN THE
COURT,  THIS  WAS  CLEARLY  WANTED  TO  DESTROY  TOURISM  BUSINESS  WHICH  I  JUST
STARTED, THERE FOR I SEE CLEARLY THERE IS A EVIDENCE THAT AMERICA WAS INVOLVE,
YOU CAN SAY THAT THEY WERE GIVING TRAINING LESSON TO OBAMA, HOW CIA WORKS, I
MEAN I  DONT HAVE TO SAY IT LOUD YOU ALL KNOW THIS VERYWELL. I  STOP YOU FROM
GOING TO THE WAR ONLY TO GO OPPOSITE OF AMERICA.RAJESH DHARIA

Reply | Forward

Pakistanis Had Better Give Up Their Routine Hogwash
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by A Gokak on 16 Dec 2008

Do we buy the argument that the LeT is not an agency that has been outsourced the terror job on behalf
of  the Government  of  Pakistan? History  repeats  itself.  Pakistan continued to  lie  about  Bangladesh,
through active disinformation, to prevent its citizen from understanding the truth of its atrocities in East
Pakistan! It is in the habit of foisting wars on India, based on its official lies, and lost each of these unjust
wars, including Kargil! Its media also runs with the hares and hounds, and is willing to subvert the truth.
In  that,  the  Paki  media  is  the  handmaiden of  the  government,  like  everything  else  in  that  country.
Moreover, the government is still the Military (ISI-Taliban). Even its war against terror is a half-hearted
effort on behalf of the American Paymaster! How long can Indians be patient with the 61 year bluff
foisted on us by the Western powers?! And the Pakis even dare to turn around and blame us for our
anger over the attacks!

Reply | Forward

Terror
by True on 16 Dec 2008

All BJP Supporters! Just Remeber! It is BJP gov. and minister released and accompanied the terrorist to
Afghanistan in that plane Hijacking case

Reply | Forward

Terror
by harish on 17 Dec 2008

If this is not politicising then what is,The present upa govt will in connivance with the pak govt will
get their election man azar from pakisthan for safe keeping till the elections are over so they can
have their mascot in azar will tom tom to the nation that bjp released them wheras they got him
back!!! wow that IS some strategy wow again!!!! bravo congress

Reply | Forward

BJP vs. Congress
by R. Jain on 16 Dec 2008

You are absolutely right. I am a BJP supporter and I completely agree that BJP govt did a great
disservice to the country by giving in to the terrorists in Kandahar. It was the most shameful and
incompetent performance by Vajpayee

Reply | Forward

Re:Terror
by Manjunath on 16 Dec 2008

Not if  you and your ilk of bleeding heart jihadis had cried in front of prime minister's home for
release of hostages. How convinient that you forget the truth!!You also seem to forget the Mufti
episode I guess! Again, how convinient!

Reply | Forward
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thanks to our pussy-footing, our agencies have lost respect
by ashok pai on 16 Dec 2008

does it need USA to ratify what we have crowed for long ? our confused policy against terrorism is the
root cause. also our foreign policy has been muddled at best. time to clean the mess.

Reply | Forward

US interrogates Kasab
by Parminder Singh on 16 Dec 2008

well there is more trouble for pakistan now, as their Big Daddy has confirmed the identity of the mumbai
attackers! lets see how pak tackles its Big Daddy!

Reply | Forward

Mummy, I told you "he only beat me".. now, you beat him: Pranab/Manmohan
by Indian on 16 Dec 2008

Pranab/Manmohan to Condi Rice:Mummy, I told you "he only beat me".. now, you beat himShame on
you, Pranab, Manmohan. Get lost, Sonia, you were the one who masterminded mortgaging India to the
US.. now, the US investigators are taking charge of our internal security matters (it is better than our
Congress and communists using terror laws for politics to damage Hindus is a different matter.. that way,
I will prefer the US police taking charge of India than the Congress/communists going on the rampage
here..)

Reply | Forward

Wrong statements
by Ramdas Naik on 16 Dec 2008

The Commies and congress were close to Russia ( old soviets) and not to US. It was the BJP govt
that really came close to the US. So please get facts straight or you sound like the Pakistanis !

Reply | Forward

who created religion
by narayan on 16 Dec 2008

GOd has created man. But men created religion to rule. If there were so many gods why gods won't
give a fight rather than allowing men to fight

Reply | Forward

Mummy i told you
by Ammar on 16 Dec 2008

Hello Indian...dragging religion into everything...how do ppl like u eat n sleep..does nothing else
comes to your mind..pls give gud statements..rather then those same old hindu muslim sikh cristian
jatt  sc bc mahrashtrian north indian..will  we ever come above this crap and think like matured
ppl..shame on you Indian....and pls dont call your self indian...may be you are indian just by birth
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